Voodoo doll curses newsroom workers

My job relies solely on the powers of a little red doll. Most people who have worked with me can attest to the fact that I am fairly calm, in a stressful environment. However, there’s one extremely useful characteristic isn’t the fact that I am fairly calm; in a newsroom, I can live with my mood, I can live with the fact that I am often threatened by the thoughts of my own death. The reporter would come to me, look at me questionably then look at my smiling, unassuming face with confusion as they figure out why her story hadn’t been written yet. I am a pretty skilled writer. Plus, it wasn’t that hard of a story to write: a basic preview of Homecoming weekend. I’d done all my interviews — all I had to do was write the story.

So, that Wednesday night, I went out. I went out and had some fun. The usual stops were at Madison’s for a little 2-for-1 and Mother’s Tavern for disco night. Besides, I was even meeting up with my editor. If she could do it, then so could I.

The night goes well, I’m dancing up a storm and maintaining my fun level with the occasional shot or drink. But I’m also drinking lots of water because I need to. It’s something in the way my stomach digests alcohol, but I haven’t quite figured it out. But I guess I didn’t drink enough water that night.

The next day begins, I woke up and I’m feeling slightly worse than just okay. I wasn’t hungry for breakfast and I couldn’t shake that gross feeling. I go to class and I begin to feel worse. But nothing yet — yet being the key word.

I head on over to the newsroom to write my story. As I relay my night to my other editor, I make an announcement, “I’m so hung over.” Those words triggered something in my stomach because not more than 15 minutes later, I politely excused myself to make a trip to the bathroom. I had to run. Fast.

Unfortunately, I couldn’t go home. I had a story to write. My editors needed me. I had to pull it together and crank out something that could be published.

So I make it back to the newsroom, and after taking a series of deep breaths, I focus on the task at hand. “Write, Trudy, write,” I tell myself. After a quick pep talk and lots of water, I manage to get my lead out. OK, one sentence down, only about 100 more to go.
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It may surprise many people to learn that Mustang Daily is actually a real live class. We meet weekly in a classroom like everyone else, and we are graded on the traditional three-hour test.

However, since we are in the process of writing an entire well-written, self-corrected article in three hours, predictably this class has been known over the years to push people to the very edge of their sanity. This class was no exception.

It was almost 100 degrees that day. It wasn't quite hot, but it was whetting by the mind. The lab period before this assignment was to report on an ordinance that was to be discussed at the next meeting of the Los Altos City Council. It sounded simple enough, even though I knew that in order to get this story, I would require comments from an assortment of high-ranking government officials including, but not limited to: the mayor, the mayor's wife, the mayor's secretary, the mayor's aide, the mayor's dog, the police chief, the postmaster, the postmaster general's neighbor's uncle's best friend's cousin, Los Capps, George W. Bush and anyone else with ears and a mouth. My assignment claims to be knowledgable on the subject of ordinances. Armed with a phone book and a desk fan, I began my work.

"Hello, this is Kat DeBakker with Mustang Daily and I would like to ask you a few questions on the ordi­nance to be discussed at tomorrow's City Council meeting."

Government Official #1 (ignorant): "Hello, this is Kat DeBakker with Mustang Daily. I would like to ask you a few questions on the ordinance to be discussed at tomorrow's City Council meeting."

Government Official #2: "No comment. Why don't you call Government Official #1?"

"Hello, this is Kat DeBakker with Mustang Daily."

Government Official #3 (secretary): "Can you call back in two years?"

Two hours later, I realized that not only were there no numbers left in the phone book, but the time I had left to actually write the story was disappearing at an alarming rate. One woman told me that the mayor, who teaches a class on campus, would be arriving shortly and I may be able to catch him before his next class, which begins three minutes from now.

Belting out the door, I was hit with another blow. A phone call had caused me to immediately begin sweating profusely in my poor clothing choice of a polyester-blend shirt and pants. When I finally got to his office, he was in sweat. I realized that not only did I not know where his next class was, I had no idea what he looked like. I stood watch at the door, huffing and puffing, trying to get into his office for 15 minutes, searching in vain for anyone who looked really fat. I ran back to the lab, to sweat, only to be sent out again after my editor had searched the lab for me (the spider building, appropriately) and told me I was to continue working.

The class was already underway by the time I arrived, but it didn't stop me from walking in and making a dramatic gesture and sticking my sweaty head inside. After taking stock of the people in the room, I wondered how many people I had embarrassed myself in front of (I estimated about 100). I headed straight for the door and left to write an ordinance that, as far as I could tell, didn't exist.

I got back, and there was actually a message from a clerk who said that she knew a secretary who knew a government official who actually knew about this ordinance. I called her, explained my dilemma, and five minutes before deadline I got a phone call and a fax from the police chief himself. Of course, I had a midterm directly after my lab, so five minutes was literally all the time I had to write this 500-word article that was to be read by 10,000 people.

I wish I could say this story had a happy ending, but it didn't. It was terrible, and I won a Pulitzer Prize for my insight and dedication to the story, which I worked on for three minutes.

The story that I worked on was a story about holes and deadlines. All the time, our deadlines are getting longer and longer. It was something I had never seen before, at least not in the form I was writing it.

In words that were barely intelligible, I wrote the story. It was a reporter, and after I answered her questions, she said: "Ah, I see. I'm just a reporter, and after I answered her questions, she said: "Ah, I see. I'm just a reporter, and after I answered her questions, she said: "Ah, I see. I'm just a reporter, and after I answered her questions, she said: "Ah, I see. I'm just a reporter, and after I answered her questions, she said: "Ah, I see. I'm just a reporter, and after I answered her questions, she said: "Ah, I see. I'm just a reporter, and after I answered her questions, she said: "Ah, I see. I'm just a reporter.

"Voodoo continued from page 1"

Oh, but wait, what's that, another trip needed to the bathroom? Yeah, I would have to settle for an article that was something like a master's thesis. Considering the fact that I had written a story, at that point, numerous stories, I decided to turn in the article for a grade. Besides, more than anything, I feared what that grade would bring me.

It was one thing to write a paper that only a teacher would read. It was another when several people will read it. I was only slightly embarrassed at what I produced, to say the least.

At this point, all I wanted was to crawl into my bed and sleep off the rest of the day. The day had sucked. But my editor told me that given the condition I had written it in, she was pretty satisfied with what I had turned in.

"Which made me think, "If I did an OK job at that time, is it possible that I could press my luck another time?" Which then made me think something else, "Did I really want to test that theory?"
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A flood of memories inspires reporter's return to glory days

The moment I arrived for the first interview, I knew this story was different.

I stood at the door of Cuesta College’s makeshift dance studio and tried to keep my thoughts focused, but they fought me hard.

"Just look for the director," I said to myself. "It's not that big a deal.

Memories interrupted me. I welded myself to stop them, but they would not stay blank, not this time.

This was not the emotional reaction I expected when I signed up earlier that week to write about the Cuesta Dance Company for Mustang Daily. I picked it at figuring 13 years of stretching, pointing and plieing at my own dance studio and high school performances made me a qualified reporter.

Writing about dance was a way to satisfy a thirst in me that only gets quenched line dancing at the Graduate or attending Occise performances. I thought about trying out for Cal Poly's dance team this year, but the time commitment was bigger than my classes, friends and life allowed.

Dance has been a huge part of my life, so I was happy to have the opportunity to write about something I was passionate about.

The pulse of feet pounding on Cuesta’s practice room floor stirred something inside me, though. Dancers walking through the choreography one last time before practice brought me back to a place I never seem to have time to go anymore.

I am 15, four years before I went to that first interview at Cuesta, and I was sitting with nine other dreamers in the practice room of Milpitas High School. We wipe rebellious strands of hair out of my mouth with sweaty hands.

My sighs fight to materialize, but I keep remarks about the drill sergeant antics of our coach tucked safely in my groggy head. Better to use the time to gulp as many breaths as possible before she hits play, I remind myself. Wait... "Cuesta be startin' somethin' bad.

"You're not tight," she says. "We have three hours left to go.

"Hello, Miss. I'm here for an interview," she said.

"Uh, I'm here for an interview," the voice of the auctioneer chimed in.

Dancers watching the auctioneer's seemingly stream-of-consciousness, unintelligible language of calls.

Dancers watching the auctioneer's seemingly stream-of-consciousness, unintelligible language of calls.

The auctioneer's seemingly stream-of-consciousness, unintelligible language of calls.

But 15 years later, I'm still here thinking about that first interview.

I ended up getting some cool shots of bulls being presented as members of the audience threw out their bids. I even did my best to get shots of a cute guy who was struggling to coax a bull away from the gate.

The worst time of the morning, I am pulling myself from deep to dance another time. "Cuesta be startin' somethin' bad.

The dance is covering me in a new dream, but this one's different. I am edgy but smooth and weightless and deep, but all at once. I am clear. I am dancing: a place where I escape the awkwardness of adolescence, the worries of high school overachiever. I am on the verge of something great at every turn.

This is what I've waited for: to be captured, so lost in movement that I'm free to forget myself. I am the dance, the grace, the beauty, the joy. I am in the moment.

The grace of dance is a power all its own.

You know? I think there's a bull auction. Hmmm, never thought I'd do that. Maybe that's why I'm here..."You know, I think there's a bull auction. Hmmm, never thought I'd do that. Maybe that's why I'm here...

...and gasping breaths.
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The worst time of the morning, I am pulling myself from deep to dance another time. "Cuesta be startin' somethin' bad.

The dance is covering me in a new dream, but this one's different. I am edgy but smooth and weightless and deep, but all at once. I am clear. I am dancing: a place where I escape the awkwardness of adolescence, the worries of high school overachiever. I am on the verge of something great at every turn.

This is what I've waited for: to be captured, so lost in movement that I'm free to forget myself. I am the dance, the grace, the beauty, the joy. I am in the moment.

The grace of dance is a power all its own.
National Enquirer, Robert Downey, Jr. can bite me

Robert Downey, Jr. was to be released from a Corcoran State Prison. This I knew.

What I was not aware of that morning was, was that Downey's day of freedom would become my day of preparation for my afternoon shift.

I awoke to a knock on my door and a phone call that said a spare copy of the budget was needed. As quickly as possible, I got up and quickly scrawled hello into the receiver.

"Hi, Aaron, this is San Hilkim from the National Enquirer. I was wondering if you had the opportunity to write a budget story.

I passed the call off to a neighbor and continued on my way.

Immediately my mind went to what I had done the night before, fearing that somehow something I had was affecting my information processing. Did he just say the National Enquirer? We received your name from the Visual Times-Delta and were informed that we had a story for you. We really need you to go out to Corcoran and take photos of Robert Downey's release. After you get the shot, just mail it to me with your bill.

I quickly, I evaluated my ethical standards and decided that this was a job. Then the key phrase came into play, "with your bill.

Aaron Lambert is a public figure who has been convicted on drug charges many times. In no way could this job be justified.

So with a quick, "sure," and an exchange of numbers, I was off the phone and getting ready for my hour trek to Corcoran.

Having never driven to Corcoran before, I found that the journey takes an hour, assuming you have enough gas.

Let's get something straight, the ga-gauge in my 1976 Jeep doesn't work. The previous night, I let my sister borrow my Jeep on the assumption that she would go over to a friend's house and once there would get a ride. I found out later, that wasn't the case.

Thirty minutes into my journey, I find myself standing on the side of a one lane freeway, surrounded by fields, inventorying my own form of swearing while making projections to jinxing any cars passing by. The short cut given to me by the gas station attendant put me on a road that was about one car every 15 minutes. I suppose it was luck when I ended up in the bed of Jeff Judah Jolivette picking up, paying that the "Delivering" car in the cab would actually take me to a gas station, and not some woodsy area, yelling at me to speak like a pig.

While it seems I avoided this personal violation, I could not dodge the occasions I had to get off the cab from the back of the cab.

Driving at a gas station, I found myself looking around with the toothless station attendant asking let me borrow a gas can, I ended up paying $8 for the can and $5 for the gas and thumbing a ride back to my car.

An hour later, I found myself back at the station, unsuccessfully trying to convince the attendant to make me gas for returning the gas cans. Then, while emptying the $10 out of my wallet being violated by Joey and his partner, I had been bested over the counter at the gas station in Toehill.

It was 1:30 p.m. when I pulled up to the gas station in Toehill, which, at the time, was home to Charles Manson. Pulling up to the gas station, I quickly realized that I didn't say what I meant to say, so I didn't say anything.

"Other side of the complex," he replied.

Swallowing what little dignity I had left, I handed back and drove to join the crowd of photographers at the other side.

For the first time, that day, looking up as I saw photographs I knew I had snatched up a little too late.

Hours passed, but no Robert Downey. The only thing getting accomplished was the photos that were getting off work for the day, with questions about Downey. The question asked was by a local FOX affiliate.

"He said he was giving reading lessons inside.

The response from the guard, "I wouldn't take lessons from him, he couldn't even convince the jury he was innocent."

Another hour of 100 plus-degree weather passed before the public relations officer came out and informed us that Robert Downey, Jr. had left the complex.

On being asked how he got out, the officer said, "He left through the north entrance."

With a few more furiously sweary words, I walked around made to get the door to the corner before the engine shut off. Gasoline deprivation. Life lesson learned that day: never do a job for the 8th "Regal" National Enquirer again.
How would you like to spend all your waking hours within the confines of a cluttered room, staring at a computer screen and answering, 'the same your waking hours within the confines of Mustang Daily — a very intimidating place for a first-time reporter. I wanted to please them. I figured it was the least I could do. I mean, they were my first-choice assignments, weren’t casual, and always helped me navigate through the bureaucratic maze that was Cal Poly administration. I thought they were just being nice.

That’s where I went wrong. You see, by my second quarter at Mustang Daily, they had decided for me. If I would apply to be editor-in-chief, I, on the other hand, had no intention of doing anything of the sort. Daily I previously didn’t even know existed.

With the sound of their chants, I was immediately under their spells. They towered over me during these rituals in a ghost-like fashion, looking down at me with their hypnotic eyes. They got me. Not only did they flat out tell me to apply for the job, they got me believing I wanted to.

Applications for the job were due at the beginning of May and by the middle of April they had me pretty secure in my desire to take charge.

My rational thought process had me objecting to the notion not because I was upset with my experience at the paper, but because I just wanted to have a life. And, I wanted to have it off campus. Our ‘important discussions’ went on for weeks and became so frequent I barely broke the trance before it started again.

They generally followed a standard procedure. Andy would lead the way, I was next and Jax brought up the tail end. We entered the darkroom and the door was shut tightly behind me, closing off all light from the outside world. There we were, the three of us in the dark, cool room stung with the scent of year-old chemicals.

Andy would turn on the red light of the room, a light just bright enough to see my hand in front of me; but, no way could I see what was going on around me. Joe proceeded to cover my face with a sheet, making sure my eyes were covered, tapping out the faint red glow of the room. Then came the fire. All I could hear was the creak of some paper and the strike of a match. I still don’t know what was burned, but from the instant the first shaft of smoke penetrated the dark covering over my face, all anxiety I had drifted away.

With my disposition now in their favor, the coercion could begin. It always began like a story, or rather enjoyed their stories; they made me feel like a valiant knight in the bitter kingdom of Cal Poly.

Each of their stories was different, but I was always the hero. Although not totally cognizant of my condition, the stories made me happy. After all, I am a boy at heart so wouldn’t I like a grand role in which I do the fire-breathing Baker in order to save Cal Poly from his wrath?

After about 10 minutes of these hypnotic suggestions, all at once, the cloth was removed from my head, the fire was out and the lights were back on. The door was immediately opened and all I could recall was my ability to conquer anything.

But, one time it was different. That time, the lights did not come back on, and it was pushed back into reality without recuperation. As I left the room, I could still see myself dur­ing the mighty battle, hoping to regain dignity for the students.

I immediately went home to try to break free of these hallucinations, but to no avail. I got to my apartment only to fall into my couch in exhaustion. I was instantly put back into my social state with the ghastly being of my editor appearing before me. I closed my eyes, and they were there. I opened them, and they were there. My only hope was to drift to sleep, so I did. I woke up, but they didn’t leave.

Still in my mind were Andy and Joe.

And, that was it. My mind was made up.

If they could get into my own subconscious, if their editorial power was so great that they could control my thoughts and desires, I had to have that job. I had to know their kind of mind control.

And, well the rest may not be histor­ically accurate, but it is 140 issues.
There's only one way to go. Up.

As you begin your ascent to the top, remember, it's what you learn along the way that assures your success. At Ernst & Young, we give our recruits total access to the tools they need to gain knowledge and learn more about the marketplace. And because leadership skills are so important, we give them the opportunity to challenge themselves by working with leading companies in leading industries. The result? An atmosphere that's stimulating, innovative and creative. Talk about a place where you can really take off.
Mustang Daily

Positions available:
Managing Editor
News, Opinion, Sports, Arts & Copy Editor
Qualifications
Two quarters’ experience with Mustang Daily

Also accepting applicants for Photo Editor and Photographers
Photo Editor must have experience, transportation, and be competent in Photoshop

To apply, submit a cover letter and resume to:
Matt Smart, 2001-2002 editor-in-chief
Mustang Daily, Building 2A, Room 226

All application materials are due by noon, May 30, 2001

Mustang Daily reporter Michele Hattiejo enjoys UCSB’s Thunderdome.
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allowed into the box, which is was too close to the game and players that enjoy trying out of bounds. I also had the honor of sitting on the very right of press row. This allowed me to hear every exasperatingly loud word the Cal Poly coach yelled through my ear to his players.

The sports information director was kind enough to hold my hand through the rest of the night. It was my first time covering a sports game.

The best proof of this was the fact that I took notes about every point scored, who scored it and when they scored it when Sports Info Man printed these stats for me every few minutes. I also had to be told not to clap for the Mustangs during player introductions so as to retain complete objectivity (Sports Info Man told me to clap under the table).

I made it a point to keep tabs on Bjorklund and his point total. By halftime, it was obvious that he wasn’t going to make it. Santa Barbara was double- and triple-teaming him the whole night. I was held to nine points the entire game. It was apparent he had to get the record next time.

After the 95-88 Mustang loss, I headed back to the press room where a “press conference” was held. Sports Info Man brought out the Mustang guard and said (these guys are tall)! As we all waited to start, I learned I was the only female in the room. No big deal, I just felt that I was in over my head being that it was my first time (covering a basketball game!).

Reporter after reporter asked questions about defense and lack of scoring. (“Aren’t they tired of asking these same questions?” I thought to myself.) I just sat uncomfortably in my chair scribbling notes of what was being asked and answered.

As Dan and I headed out toward the exit, I wondered why no one had asked Bjorklund missing his record. So as Bjorklund shook hands and accepted condolences from friends and family, I hovered behind him waiting to catch his attention. I referenced how to introduce myself as a Mustang Daily reporter and not look like an amateuer. When I finally caught his attention, I shook his hand and fumbled my first words like an idiot. I asked him about his lack of scoring and he gave me a few quotes for my story.

As Dan and I left the all mighty Thunderdome, I felt relieved that it was all over.

It was on to bigger and better things for Dan. I told him to enjoy flying out of hounds. I headed back to my car and answered.

“My name isbrains of what was being asked
and answered.
and he gave me a few quotes for my
story.

As Dan and I left the all mighty Thunderdome, I felt relieved that it was all over.

It was on to bigger and better things for Dan. I told him to enjoy flying out of hounds. I headed back to my car and
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Classified Advertising

Graphic Arts Building, Room 226 Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo, CA 93407 (805) 756-1143

ANNOUNCEMENTS

AmeriCorps-Cal Poly
Volunteer Coordinator positions available Local non-profits for 2001-2002 school year
1/4 time—designed for students for more info & a list of agencies, Contact: Brandy Radovich, bradovic@calpoly.edu
766-5605

Student Life and Leadership

Dancing At Lughnasa
May 17-19
May 24-26
8 p.m.
Cal Poly Theater

French Tutor Needed
Tutor Needed for French reading exam. Call 550-0009 with qualifications.

GO! A TICKET??
Complete traffic school online HERE www.ComedyTrafficSchool.NET only $19.85 (800) 301-0660

Fulfill Your Dream
Learn to fly this summer
Cal Coast Flyers pilot supplies, FAA test fee included. Flight Planning & study area Financing available 4349 Santa Fe #38, SLO 540-4468

EMPLOYMENT

LifeLine 1408 Garden 543-8070

Interested in working on the Open House committee 2002? Apply for a director position. Pick up your application at the Open House Office (UU203C) Questions? call 756-7576

Due Friday, May 25th

LEADS Presents Lunch With Leaders. Karen Aydelott, Director of the YMCA will speak with students on an informal basis about leadership on Thursday May 24th from 12-1 in the Veranda Cafe on the Cal Poly campus.

"CAMPUS CLUBS"
Are you a journalism major? Got another year to go? Then be a news director! must have one quarter of KQPH experience and have completed broadcast news class contact Justin Cannon or Jason Jackson @ ninetytrees@yahoo.com

Campjob@calpoly.edu 544-9600

SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS
Search Santa Clara
Located in San Jose 629-810-1786; 542-602-542-8955 Ask for Jenny

Summer Camps: Call 510-893-1999

EMPLOYMENT

Models Wanted
Male Students needed for 2002 calendar.
Call J.D. Images @ (805)748-3376

Internship w/Southwestern co.
Avg student makes $7,300 first summer. Boss resume, experience, leadership & management skills, call Jeremy Stroud 544-2103

DANCERS
Needed for professional referral agency. Excellent Pay. 644-9600

SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS
Search Santa Clara
Located in Palo Alto 629-810-1786; 542-8955 Ask for Jenny

PT Food Servers & Dishwashers Las Brisas retirement Resort for active seniors in SLO has PT openings. $6.50-7.25/hr. Stop by or call 543-0144, 543-2806

City of San Luis Obispo: SNAP Workers Needed. 1st response to noise complaints.
Stop by or call 781-2700 or 781-7186

EMPLOYMENT

Ski Camp Instructor:
City of Morro Bay; 25/hr; $6.90-7.18/hr; teach beginning and intermediate level skiing to children; Apply 595 Harbor; 772-6207; open til filled.

Ranch Work (part-time) maintenance, maintenance, care of cattle & hors­es. Riding & cattle experience necessary. Contact Mark O'Reilly 543-5200

FUN-SUMMER
WWW.DAYCAMPJOBS.COM

Teen Leader:
City of Morro Bay, 20-30 hr/; $6.90-7.18/hr; plan and implement teen activities; Apply 595 Harbor, 772-6207; open til filled.

Kids’ Camp Counselors:
City of Morro Bay, 20-40 hr/; supervise children in day camp setting and assist in preparation of activities and excursions. Apply 595 Harbor; 772-6207 by 5/31/01

GreeN News

Come Check Us Out!
Sigma Kappa Open House Wed. May 23rd 7-9 pm. Questions? Contact Jarcher@sigmakappa.com

REWARDING / FUN-SUMMER
WWW.DAYCAMPJOBS.COM

ROOMMATES

NEEDED: FEMALE ROOMMATE
For their own room during summer months CHEAP RENT!! For more info call Toni 8541-6608

Seeking female to share a 1 bed­room townhouse on 614 Grand. Available end of March to Sept. Rent is $300 and deposit is $500. Non-Smoker, quiet, no pets. 547-1095 Ask for Jenny.

FOR SALE
94 Mustang GT conv red/w tan mach 460 sound 5-speed $8,500 929-2150 AFTER 6 pm

HOMES FOR SALE
For a free list of all houses and condos for sale in SLO call Nelson Real Estate 546-1990 www.NelsonRealEstateSLO.com

TRAVEL
FLY 4 STANDBY..FLY 4 CHEAP
Europe $249 o/w ( ■ » ■  Tx.)
Hawaii $139 o/w
For 800-397-1098 Hawaii $139 o/w
Europe $249 o/w ( ■ » ■  Tx.)
Hawaii $139 o/w
For 800-397-1098
Confessions of a beat writer

Matt Sterling

I opened up my backpack to double-check that I had everything I needed. Two boxes of cigarettes, a pack of chewing gum, a phone, pen and tape recorder. Check.

I was about to embark on a journey to Hughes Stadium, and I had to be prepared. Ryan Ballard

I would be my greatest test of endurance since completing the Los Angeles Marathon in March. It was April 6 and I was heading out to the baseball field to interview players and coaches before their series against Cal State Northridge. I was new to the baseball beat and hoped the team wouldn’t sense my anxiety.

To be honest, I hadn’t seen a baseball game in person in about eight years. I had more than a cursory knowledge of the game, but was by no means an expert. After arriving at the stadium, I set up camp outside the locker room. I pulled a folded piece of paper out of the pocket of my shorts, opened it up and began scanning the names and uniform numbers of the players. Out walked No. 20. Hmm. Doesn’t look like he ever plays. Probably not a good interview. Ah, here comes a starter. Now it’s time to pretend I know something about baseball.

This was to be the first of many adventures. I would have covering the baseball team in the last two months. Along the way, I’ve discovered important things about reporting and interviewing specifically.

Not all athletes are dumber. Some, however, should be thankful they can swing a bat or throw a baseball, because a career in public speaking is out of the question.

I also learned to master the art of the non-question. For example, instead of saying, “What did you think of your team’s pitching today?” and receiving a pulled up PR quote about how they did the best they could and will try harder next time, I say, “Your team pitched really terrible today” and stare at the interviewer until he’s forced to respond.

The possibility of death or mutilation is a hazard of interviewing that must be dealt with. I’ve stood firm, or as is often the case, asking different questions on the same answers. Yes, I know to win a baseball game you have to pitch well, hit well and play good defense. Please, oh please, tell me something I don’t know.

Pointing out statistics, checking the Big West standings weekly to see if Cal Poly will make the playoffs and sitting in the press box wishing my peers would win has taken its toll. But in the words of Garth Brooks, “I could have missed the pain, but I’d have missed the joy.”

How a press release can ruin an otherwise good day at work

It was 4:45 p.m. when everything hit the fan.

At 4:40 p.m., the day was wrapping up. The next day’s pages were almost complete, with just a few adjustments needed. A n d s o I was about to leave. Then it came - the press release. The gist of the document that ruined my night was that Cal Poly fired another coach.

I had seen quite a few in these my three years, so it was nothing new. But there were a few details about this release that weren’t common.

For one, the season wasn’t yet over, and there was no replacement named. So the school, planned to have a lame duck coach for the rest of the season. Not only would the players have nothing to play for, the coach would join them. Also, the release stated the news conference was in 10 minutes.

I looked around the office for a reporter I could send. Suddenly, the room seemed as barren as Mustang Stadium during a late-season football game, and I realized I was nobody to do the story besides me.

After calling a few players to determine their reaction to the dismissal, I abandoned my compatriot and some people where I was going and took off down the hill. When I got there, TV cameras and reporters had already filled the office, which was roughly the size of my closet.

The rest of the reporters didn’t want to be there. I didn’t want to be there. We peppered the soon-to-be ex-coach with questions he didn’t know how to avoid. We talked about how he broke the news to his players, what his future plans were and where he thought the program would go.

It was a mind-numbing interview. Everyone knew he was going to get fired, so there was no surprise element. The only surprise was that it happened before the season was over. Little did I know, this trend would continue all the way to basketball season.

The classic statement was given for the dismissal: “The program was going in a different direction.” Why not be honest and say the coach was terrible? Six wins in three years is not good. Any way you package it, he wasn’t to fire him, and Cal Poly cut him.

It had been rumored he would have been fired before the season started. Any time I called him on the phone he would always say which is contrary to nearly every other coach I’ve dealt with. Meetings and practices didn’t detract from his ability to answer the phone. My theory is that he spent his time playing solitaire on the computer and let his playbook grow dusty on the desk next to him.

He would always seem prepared during the week when talking about the upcoming opponent, but for the rest of the team would get waxed by 30.

So I went back to the office and wrote the story and worked with my editor on re-designing my once-pristine page to accommodate the firing.

The story took way too long to do, but at least it wasn’t an ongoing story that escaped me. Perhaps it was because I realized I missed dinner and the appointment I had for that night in order to write a story about the coach getting fired who I cared next to nothing about.

But not caring about the subject was nothing new, so there was probably another reason.

Waiting for a record at UC Santa Barbara

As I drove south on 101, I couldn’t shake the feeling that I was not only going to be Cal Poly’s basketball history that night, but I was going to bring the history to the reporters by the program. I’ve been a journalist for three months. Along the way, I’ve discovered, I was developing new angles to see things. I was tired of asking the same questions and getting the same responses, or as is often the case, asking different questions on the same answers. Yes, I know to win a baseball game you have to pitch well, hit well and play good defense. Please, oh please, tell me something I don’t know.

Pointing out statistics, checking the Big West standings weekly to see if Cal Poly will make the playoffs and sitting in the press box wishing my peers would win has taken its toll. But in the words of Garth Brooks, “I could have missed the pain, but I’d have missed the joy.”

I was intent on not letting Dan know about my past work at a small-town newspaper until our second road trip, but his kind and mysterious way drove me right out of me (plus, we had 90 minutes of time to fill). I opened up and admitted the horrible stories I was forced to do as I started my career at the Free Lance in Hollister (GO HAY-BALERS!).

I admitted to having to do a story on a baby buffalo birth at the local petting zoo, how I had to cover a D.A.R.E. graduation ceremony at a local elementary school, how I dropped so low that I had to report on the San Benito County Rodeo Horse Parade Parade Parade Parade and laughed at me, not with me.

Once into the snobby city of Santa Barbara, we had to navigate our way to the Thunderdome. It was tough since the university is not actually in Santa Barbara (don’t ask, because I don’t know). By 6:45 p.m., Dan and I were pretty hungry, so before I checked in to the media row, we beheaded back to the pressroom to take advantage of the media perks - free food. But, by the time we got to the room, there were only two soda left.

As I solemnly walked to my seat in the “press box,” I showed my makeshift press badge and was see RECORD, page 7